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Why is this book important?
Here is a book crammed full of secrets, alien secrets from some of the
world’s top experts. But these are still secrets, because the funny thing is
that they have been hidden from us. That is until now!
Why is it that when a scientist or other expert is famous for their findings in
the scientific community and everything they communicate becomes
widely spread, then it all changes when aliens and UFOs are mentioned?
It then becomes a “hot-potato” and no one will touch it? I guess that’s a
silly question because we all know the answer. The fear of ridicule by their
peers or prosecution (direct or indirect) by the government takes its toll.
Now I’m going to bring to you all these alien and UFO secrets I’ve just
discovered! Sure, the government won’t be too happy with me when
they get wind of this new book, but that’s nothing new, we’ve been at
odds for years.
Gil Carlson
Here’s What’s Inside:
Colonel Philip Corso……………..…….………..………3
Dr. Michael Wolf………………….……….…….………20
Nikola Tesla – Aliens – UFOs - StarWars………34
Dr. T. Townsend………………………….…….…………61
B2 Controls Gravity…………………….…………….….68
Art Bell’s Mystery Metal……………….………….….71
Senator Richard B. Russell Jr. - UFO Sighting..86
Alec Newald Reveals Info From Aliens…….…...90
Researcher David Jacobs on Aliens……………..105
Dr. Richard Bonenfant - Bigfoot, UFO…….….. 109
Do You Have Alien Blood?...........................…115
Ex-CIA Official - Crashed UFOs……………..…..…121
Additional Experts Reveal Alien Truth’s…….…126
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Colonel Phillip Corso
This is one of the most prominent names in recent history, the author of the
book, “The Day After Roswell”, revealed the secrets of the back-
engineering of alien artifacts by the military utilizing the program that he
created. I personally, have felt the Philip was one of the sincere and
believable authors in this field.
In his book “The Day After Roswell”, he
covered such alien technologies as
super-tenacity fibers, the carbon fibers
that were back-engineered to create
items such as Kevlar.
They produced the integrated circuit,
another alien technology, and Philip
held the very first one in his hand. Bell
Laboratories went, overnight, from the
transistor, which was an earth
invention, to all of a sudden having
thousands of transistors on a little tiny chip so small that you really could
hardly even see it. A chip is about so big, with all the little legs on it, as you
probably know, black, and plugs in. But the actual electronic part is a dot
in the middle, and it’s too small to handle so they put it in this case about
20 times larger, where at least a machine can handle it and plug it in.
American Computers, which was formerly Westinghouse, had just
invented the miniature test tube and soon found themselves out of the
electronics business.
200 years advanced due to alien technology? That’s what my Philip Corso
and General Trudeau estimated where we are right now. We’re 200 years
ahead of where we should be.
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Fiber optics was another one of these alien technologies that we were
able to use. When discovered in a crashed UFO (probably from Roswell),
instead of wires, they discovered these tubes and it took a while to
discover how they were used, although we may not have discovered the
complete secret yet. When Corso held that tube from the UFO with his
hand around it, it began to glow! So, it has something to do with the
biology of the body. A secret we still haven’t cracked yet!
Our night viewing technology came from the
aliens. Originally it was a lens on the eyes of a
Grey Alien that peels off, and then he has two
more lids underneath. The Grey has the eyeball
and then another protective lid such as like a
shark has. Corso, would hold it up to his eye and
he saw green images of people walking in the
backgrounds and such.
While us humans were already working on lasers,
they did not compare to the alien artifacts,
which then spurred a whole new world of miniaturized and more powerful
lasers.
While Philip Corso’s integrity is beyond reproach and his claims and his
military record has withstood many investigations, “The Day After Roswell”
may be a different matter. From what I’ve seen, I believe that the basic
information and intention of his book is accurate, some new information
has come out.
Corso’s son claims that his father didn’t get a chance to proofread the
book as it was rushed into production very quickly, and he was very upset
about how it turned out. As Corso was an extremely meticulous person, he
probably couldn’t handle any of the normal changes usually made to
books to make them more readable. It was claimed that his book was
“Hollywood-ized”
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NOW FROM PHILIP CORSO’S DIARY, NOTES AND OTHER WRITINGS:
Read on and you too will be will be wondering why this material hasn’t
been made readily available before now.
CORSO MEETS ALIENS:
in 1957 Colonel Philip J. Corso had a face-to-face encounter and a
telepathic conversation with an Extraterrestrial Biological Entity (EBE) while
he was stationed at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.
Corso was flying back from Red Canyon to White Sands and he saw on
the radar something doing 3500 miles an hour. They followed it until they
thought it hit the ground. So, the next day, as he was flying back home,
he saw a shining object on the ground. He didn’t want the pilot to know
what it was so he told him to turn around and “Bring me back up”.
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And then he got in the staff car and found the thing. Alone, by himself,
with his gun strapped on his side. He first sees the craft stuck into the side
of a hill -- just as the Roswell one’s are pictured.
He spotted the occupant of the UFO, but it was injured. He knew that
because it was fading in and then fading out, he said, and then it would
fade in. Well, he figured that he was hallucinating because it was so hot in
the desert. So, he took a piece of tumbleweed threw it under it. He
figured that when it would fade back in, it would crush it, and then when
it would fade back out he would see it would crush. Well, that is exactly
what happened.
Then he went up and touched the thing. He said it was cold. Then he
turned and looked into the cave that was beside it, and inside
encountered another creature. Being afraid, he came out, got back in his
staff car. The creature asked him if he wanted to come aboard. He said
no.
He soon realized that the craft wasn’t damaged as bad as he thought it
had. It had been there overnight and the ET had repaired it.
And when the craft took off, it folded within itself. It – whomp -- and then
went through a doughnut, and was gone.
He later told Dr. Oberth, one of the German scientists who worked with
Von Braun, the rocket scientist, and Dr. Oberth said: “You’re a magnificent
person if they chose to reveal themselves to you!” He was very impressed.
Then he said, “We also have had such things happen in Germany before
the war.” And he also said that they had far more than what the public
knows about, too.
By the way, at a press conference in 1954, Dr. Herman Oberth, the
German scientist credited as the father of modern rocket technology,
startled many by affirming that UFOs were directed by intelligent beings of
a very high order, most likely from another solar system, perhaps even
another galaxy. He asserted that the spacecraft were propelled by
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“distorting the gravitational field and converting the gravity into useable
energy.” At an interview, some years later, he stated: “We alone cannot
take the credit for our record advancement in certain scientific fields, we
have been helped, helped by the people of other worlds!”
NOW WE HAVE A SECOND INTERPRETATION OF THE SAME INCIDENT:
It has been confirmed that Corso was a Battalion Commander from
October 1957 to September 1958 and was at various Army Nike missile
battery installations. During this time, White Sands was the largest military
base in the United States and the nerve center of the Southwestern
defense system.
Col. Phil Corso during a two-week period in Italy when he had gone there
to attend a UFO convention, revealed in an interview to an alien
encounter occurring one hot day in late summer of 1957, while he was
inspecting the radar station connected to the White Sands range
launching ramps. Corso was informed that an unknown blip had
appeared on the radar screen. The unit followed the radar object’s track
until it suddenly vanished from the screen. The reason for the
disappearance from the screen could be either a crash impact or a crash
landing. That’s exactly what Corso thought occurred and he quickly
figured out the coordinates of the possible incident location in the high
New Mexico desert.
In some of his writings, Corso mentions the event several times at random,
giving the impression that the episode had a fundamental importance in
his life.
Red Canyon is part of White Sands, and south of Los Alamos. The crash
was only a few miles from his command post. He was the Senior
Commander and made all military decisions. Red Canyon was in the
desert 140 miles from Ft. Bliss and 100 miles from Roswell.
Having calculated the trajectory and the point of impact, Corso flew over
the area in a small military plane with a young lieutenant pilot. When they
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reached the site, they saw “a shiny saucer shaped object on the
ground,” that Corso interpreted as a missile booster.
Two days later, Corso decided to go back to the same site, this time
driving alone in his jeep.
The encounter happened in a cave in an abandoned gold mine out in
the desert, only a few miles from the range area. Corso perceived a
strange presence at the bottom of the cave. There was a humanoid
figure that appeared transparent in the dark.
He said an alien Grey type being came out and talked to him
telepathically.
When it approached Corso, he Drew his gun and asked, “Friend or foe?”
The being responded “neither.” Corso put his gun away. He asked the
being what they intended for humanity. The being told Col. Corso that
they would take us to a new world, if we could handle it.
Now whether he was talking about a new world of things on Earth, or to a
completely new world somewhere else is unclear. It is a kind of ambiguous
statement. The main motive of the alien at that time was to leave the
area. If the alien promised something fantastic for humanity, that would
give Col. Corso a reason to let it go, since it seemed to offer a benevolent
reward for humanity. Talk is cheap.
Col. Corso said the being was about 4 feet tall. It wore a one-piece
uniform and a silver headband on its head. The headband had what
looked like a ruby in front. The aliens use those headbands to control their
craft by thought as covered later in this book. It was also wearing a glove
that appeared to be used to attach electrically to controls inside the ship.
The being asked Col. Corso to radio back to his base to ask them to shut
off the radar, so their craft could lift off. Radar interferes with their avionics
and sensitive headband and ability control their ship.
Corso felt his mind was connected to that being’s mind. The core of the
telepathic connection was reached when the being asked him, “Will you
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give me 10 minutes, radar free, after green time?” (Green time is a military
term for a launch time window.)
Being commanding officer of the radar station, Corso was in power to ask
his men to block the radar/missile system and to allow the takeoff of the
alien’s flying object that landed in the desert. Corso communicated back
to the EBE: “Ten minutes could be an eternity, what do you offer?” The
being replied, “A new world if you can take it.”
Without hesitation, Corso left the cave, walked to the jeep and called
range headquarters by radio, asking them to make sure that after the
“green time” procedure the radars were put on hold for 10 minutes. The
radar unit promptly executed the order. The radars must have cleared the
way for the UFO to take off, because when Corso arrived at the range,
Captain Williams reported that their D-battery locked on for a minute on
an object 50 miles out, traveling 3000 mph.
Now, if a UFO was plotted by the White Sands radars, the matter had to
be classified top secret and it had to be handled accordingly. Corso had
the highest security clearance and he decided to inspect the incident
unaccompanied. His taking the responsibility to act alone corresponded
with the security procedure under the circumstances.
In the absence of any confirmation by other witnesses, anyone can
object and reject Corso’s account. However, if what Corso is claiming is
truthful, at that time flying saucers were not invulnerable at all—at least at
close range—once detected by radar, they could malfunction and they
could crash. (Similar to what was claimed to have brought down the craft
of the Roswell incident.)
NOTE: An alien spacecraft can be disabled by directed radar beams.
Col. Corso tells of a UFO that was brought down by a military radar station
that locked on to the UFO and increased the strength of the radar signal,
causing the UFO to lose control and crash.
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NOW BACK TO THE RECOVERED ROSWELL CRAFT CORSO WAS BACK-
ENGINEERING ARTIFACTS FROM:
According to Corso, they determined that the craft was a biological
spaceship, functioning in conjunction with a crew of EBEs (Extraterrestrial
Biological Entities). They were biological robots created through
advanced genetic engineering, clones designed to withstand the
extreme conditions of space travel. These EBEs were able to pilot their
starship through a particular neural interface, whereby they could
connect with the craft, becoming an almost integrated part of it.
CORSO OBSERVED ALIEN BODY :
Corso claimed under oath: “On or about July 6, 1947, while stationed at
Fort Riley, Kansas, I personally observed a four-foot non-human creature
with bizarre-looking four-fingered hands, thin legs and feet, and an
oversized incandescent light bulb-shaped head. The eye sockets were
oversized and almond shaped and pointed down to its tiny nose. The
creature’s skull was overgrown to the point where all its facial features
were arranged frontally, occupying only a small circle on the lower part of
the head.
There were no eyebrows or any indications of facial hair. The creature had
only a tiny flat slit for a mouth and it was completely closed, resembling
more of a crease or indentation between the nose and the bottom of the
chinless skull than a fully functioning orifice.
In 1961, I came into possession of what I refer to as the ‘Roswell File’ This
file contained field reports, medical autopsy reports and technological
debris from the crash of an extraterrestrial vehicle in Roswell, New Mexico
in 1947.
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I have personally read the medical autopsy reports which refer to the
autopsy of the previously described creature that I saw in 1947 at Fort
Riley, Kansas.
The autopsy reports indicated the autopsy was performed at Walter Reed
Hospital. The autopsy report referred to the creature as an extraterrestrial
biological entity.”
(NOTE: the Roswell aliens were stored at Fort Riley for a brief period in 1947
on the way to Wright-Patterson field in Dayton, Ohio. Although the Roswell
alien bodies were being shipped immersed in some type of preservative
fluid, after leaving Ft. Riley, they started to deteriorate at a rapid rate while
being transported to Walter Reed Army Hospital for autopsy. Ft. Riley is
also the home of the Army’s military intelligence school. Remember
hearing about the 1918 Flu epidemic that wiped-out millions of people? It
started at Ft. Riley, Kansas Army Base! Any connection to biological
experimentation or even aliens being there back in those days? Is there
any chance that an alien fifth column has been based there for a long
time?)
WHAT DO ALIENS EAT? US?
Gee, I hope not! Just recently I saw a chart
listing the creatures that killed the most
humans and at the top of the list was other
humans, Number two on the list was mosquitos
and at the bottom of the list was probably
something like hedgehogs. I didn’t see aliens
on the list. Oh, yeah, people in the media
claim that aliens don’t exist. Just wait till they are attacked by a reptoid
holding a knife and fork!
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This subject was touched on by Corso. “The aliens can eat humans.” It
was the consensus of opinion in the military that the Grey aliens used
human organs as a food source that was prepared and then absorbed
through their skin like a plant through its roots.
This is covered in more detail in our “Secrets of the Dulce Base” Book:
The aliens have raised and harvested humans for food for a very long
time, with major harvests being done periodically for the race of aliens
that bioengineered the Greys.
Col. Corso hinted at evidence that humans are converted into some type
of prepackaged food product like MREs. That should now stand for “Meals
Ready for Extraterrestrials.”
The Greys were genetically bioengineered by another alien
race specifically for the job they are doing. They are clones bred to be
worker Drones, with no sex organs or internal digestive system. They’re the
“hired hands,” working the “farm” for the actual users of the MREs. (My
guess is the Reptoids are their masters because they have been seen
occasionally on the abduction saucers with the Greys, operating in a
supervisory capacity.)
Col. Corso goes into great detail about how the US Army developed
our MREs, and really emphasized that this type of packaged food can be
stored indefinitely without refrigeration, and then eaten without the need
for cooking. In our manufacture of MREs we irradiate the food after
packaging and it kills all bacteria. His message wasn’t lost on me that
humans are just as easily processed and packaged by the aliens, to be
eaten during space trips without the need for refrigeration or cooking.
This may be why kitchen facilities are not observed on alien spacecraft by
abductees. Col. Corso kept hinting that the MRE preparation process was
another technology we picked up from the aliens.
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One of the alien facilities on the Moon may be an MRE processing plant.
Did we copy their method of irradiating food for the purpose of
preservation? We sure copied other alien technology and materials.
Col. Corso stated in no uncertain terms that the Greys still have an
operational base on the Moon, and that NASA will not send our astronauts
back there because their lives would be jeopardized. That UFOs menaced
Apollo astronauts on the lunar surface. Since NASA is a civilian
organization, they had no way to protect the astronauts, and so
canceled the last two Apollo missions. The hardware was ready to go,
but NASA shut it down claiming a “lack of public interest.”
CORSO DESCRIBES THE ALIENS:
There is a lot of new information written by Col. Corso about the aliens
and their spacecraft that crashed at Roswell. Autopsy reports on the
aliens revealed they had a circulatory system that carried a thin milky
white blood. It performed the functions of a lymphatic and circulatory
system.
They had no obvious digestive, waste disposal or reproductive systems.
They were bred only to work, like worker ants or Dr.one bees. Since they
couldn’t reproduce themselves, what was the purpose of their hybrid-
breeding program?
Was it used to replace Greys killed by accident, old age, or craft shot
down by Earth air forces? There is even a chance that it is a renegade
breeding program run by the Greys to reproduce themselves so as to
perpetuate their species. By creating copies of themselves (but with
reproductive organs) they’d live on, in spite of the wishes of their Reptoid
masters. It’s a possibility.
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RECENTLY REVEALED ADDITIONAL INFO ON BACK -ENGINEERED ALIEN
TECHNOLOGY :
As mentioned earlier, High-tech items found aboard the Roswell craft led
to the development of the transistor, microchip integrated circuits, Kevlar,
the electronics that send light signals through fiber-optic lines, (more
recent notes explained that not only did the tubes light-up when held in
his hand, but that the light in each tube was a different color) and night
vision equipment. A surgical laser was also found on the craft. The Army
also developed laser and particle beam weapons systems as the craft
mounted both types.
Col. Corso mentioned one piece of advanced equipment that he
couldn’t turn over to American industry to develop as if it were their own.
He had no way to explain to a manufacturer where the technology came
from because it was so advanced…
The item was a headband that had thought pickup coils in it that allowed
the Greys to control their spacecraft by thought. Now they have figured it
out.
The US Air Force is now using a thought control system. They now say it is
based on EEG (electroencephalograph) technology. An engineer who
worked for an EEG manufacturing company for many years claims that
EEG machines could not be used this way. So, it must be something far
more advanced than what they claim it is.
It is being developed at Armstrong Laboratory. It is an in-house Air Force
research lab located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, home of the Air
Force Foreign Technology Division.
A team of scientists at Wright-Patterson AFB are trying to harness brain
power as a means of controlling aircraft systems. Experiments began at
Armstrong Laboratory’s alternative control technology laboratory to
unleash the energy of brain waves, patterns of cerebral electricity. While
in the beginning they used the technology to command a flight simulator
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to roll left or right, our latest fighter jets use this technology to permit pilots
to manage the deluge of data they’re bombarded with in the cockpit.
In the seat, pilots must contend with a jumble of monitors, dials, knobs,
buttons and switches. By installing better human-machine interfaces into
the cockpit, they seek to relieve the work load from overtaxed aviators,
increasing efficiency and boosting flying performance. But most
importantly, rapid response by directly connecting the brain to the
controls can make a difference in whether or not the mission succeeds.
CORSO CLAIMS THAT WE WERE NEVER ABLE TO FIGURE OUT SOME ALIEN
TECHNOLOGY :
Amazingly, some devices from the downed alien spacecraft are still not
fully understood to this day.
1. These include a high-energy microwave amplifier that has the
secondary effect of decomposing solid objects into their molecular
components.
2. A form of circuitry that runs on other than electrical power, using
particles thought to have very short half-lives in the natural universe
("muons").
3. A huge induction generator-like coil system some 50 feet in
diameter which appears to implement part of some aspect of the
vehicle’s ability to perform unique flying characteristics and
aerobatics, some think it might be a "gravity nullifying" device.
ALIENS ON THE MOON:
Col. Corso reported that Neil Armstrong had seen an alien base on the
Moon during the Apollo 11 fly over and landing. On subsequent Apollo
missions, UFOs buzzed the lunar modules as soon as they left Earth orbit on
the way to the Moon.
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TIGHT SECURITY ON ALIEN INFO:
Col. Corso also stated that one of the reasons the military kept such tight
control over UFO information was that the Russian KGB had infiltrated
the CIA. If the UFO information had been released to the CIA, it would
have gone straight to the Russians.
This need for secrecy got in the way many times when the Army needed
money from Congress. They had to pretend the “Star Wars” weapons
systems were needed to counter the Soviet missile threat, when they were
really needed for defense against the aliens
People at NASA, President Carter, and Neil Armstrong all knew about this
defense system but were still frightened of what the aliens were going to
do. It seems we are still not out of danger, especially with military
intelligence still keeping pressure on everyone not to talk!
WAS CORSO AN ABDUCTEE?:
Shortly before his death, Col. Corso told his son that he had been
abducted himself right off his front porch from his house in Pennsylvania
when he was a boy of six. He said he remembered everything that
happened to him during the abduction and he said the alien he talked to
in the desert seemed to know everything about him.
This is especially interesting in light of the fact that Corso eventually wound
up in charge of the US Army Foreign Technology Division and was
responsible for back-engineering all of the high-tech pieces that were
recovered from the craft that crashed in Roswell.
Could it be that the alien went back in time to when Corso was six and
implanted him as a means of damage control to keep a lid on the
information of the crashes, contact, etc., until the Greys could get the
problem handled when the Reptoids returned in force?
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WHY DID CORSO TALK?
Corso said that all of the generals that knew the truth about Roswell
pledged to each other that the last man left alive would reveal the truth
to the public.
Col. Corso was the last one left alive and his book revealed the truth.
Whether this pledge to talk later was made due to their pledge of secrecy
to the military, or from mind control by the aliens or our own military using
mind control on them will never be known. Alien mind control through an
implant could explain why Col. Corso was Drawn to the spot where the
alien craft was hovering. He also happened to be of enough rank that he
could radio back and order that the base radar be shut down so the craft
could leave, and the aliens obviously were aware of it.
COL. CORSO MADE THE FOLLOWING TWO INTERESTING STATEMENTS :
Maybe he knew that our military had cracked a captured saucer’s
computer and found the complete plans the aliens had for correcting the
“trouble” they were having with us, or they may have found routine
harvest scheduling information, and the next harvest was due to begin
after April 2003.
And maybe he thought that our military must be ready to stop a big
“human cattle roundup.”
Anyway, here are Col. Corso’s statements:
“And we forced the extraterrestrials to change their strategies for this
planet is a story that’s never been told. But as spectacular and fantastic
as it may sound, the story behind the limited deployment of the SDI is the
story of how humanity won its first victory against a more powerful and
technologically superior enemy who discovered, to whatever version of
shock it experiences, that there was real trouble down on its farm.”
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“Whatever we were fighting over became minimally important in the face
of a threat from creatures who were so superior to us in technology
that we were their farm animals to be harvested as they pleased.”
Based on the fact that
our distant early warning
satellites in the asteroid
belt are looking for
incoming “mother ships”
specifically, I believe
that our military plan of
battle is to make it
“unsafe” for them to
come in for food
replenishment. I
personally don’t think it is
a good idea to destroy
lightly armed mother
ships carrying many
thousands of
migrating Reptoids as
that would make the
Reptoid military come
looking to settle the
score.
And they would be
pissed. Capturing them
would be a much better military tactic, if it becomes necessary. I believe
the Reptoids value the lives of their own kind very highly. But to capture
Reptoid craft and then negotiate a settlement from a position of strength
requires, well, you guessed it, strength. We don’t have that strength yet.
We need to get there fast. George Washington said, “To be prepared for
war is the most effectual means of preventing war.”
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It still holds true today. If we are not ready to defend ourselves, we have
one option: surrender, and let the other side do whatever they have in
mind. Besides, it is not usually a good idea to try to start into a business or
trading relationship by us blowing up and killing our prospective
customers. So, we will have to negotiate from a position of strength, so
they will listen.
We should know by now that the Reptoids are not our friends or space
brothers. They have been here in the past and only wanted high human
body counts from human sacrifices, war, and plagues. They had the
power through electronic mass mind control capabilities to stop any wars,
sacrifices; and the know-how to cure epidemics. The Greys have cured
abductees of major diseases including AIDS. Yet they will let epidemics
wipe out millions of people when they need bodies because it
was harvest time.
There were always massive saucer flaps seen and recorded during and
after those high fatality events, and the aliens did NOTHING to stop the
carnage. In fact, the aliens have openly helped to create carnage, such
as the “flying shield” incident when a saucer used an energy weapon to
blast open the walls around the city or Tyre, so that the army
of Alexander-The-Great could rush in and slay all of the inhabitants of the
city.
Page 19
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Dr. Michael Wolf
American scientist Dr. Michael Wolf claimed he was a member of the
satellite government for over 25 years. He attained a very high 'Above Top
Secret' clearance level and worked primarily on joint ET/human scientific
projects.
He died on September 18th, 2000 from cancer after a long period of ill-
health. During his final years, he spent time talking to various journalists
about the UFO and ET cover up. His bosses at the National Security
Council (NSC) gave him permission to 'generate a controlled leakage of
secret information'.
As Dr. Wolf commented:
"I look forward to the day when the secrecy
surrounding extraterrestrial contact ends so that
our race can move forward to the next phase of
its history - now cosmic in scale."
As is standard practice, these superiors have
erased almost all his records such as the
universities he attended; degrees gained; and
his involvement with the CIA, NSA and NSC.
Such measures are common for people working
in unacknowledged 'special access programs' as their bosses must
maintain plausible deniability in case a sensitive unauthorized disclosure
occurs.
Dr. Wolf said he worked in laboratories at Area 51, S4, Wright-Patterson
Airforce base (Foreign Technology Division), Indian Springs
and Dulce. Where for five years, "I met with extraterrestrial beings every
day in my work and shared living quarters with them."
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